A soil-vegetation-atmospheric boundary layer model was developed to study the performance of two localclosure and two nonlocal-closure boundary layer mixing schemes for use in meteorological and air quality simulation models. Full interaction between the surface and atmosphere is achieved by representing surface characteristics and associated processes using a prognostic soil-vegetation scheme and atmospheric boundary layer schemes. There are 30 layers in the lowest 3 km of the model with a high resolution near the surface. The four boundary layer schemes are tested by simulating atmospheric boundary layer structures over densely and sparsely vegetated regions using the observational data from the First ISLSCP (International Satellite Land Surface Climatology Project) Field Experiment (FIFE) and from Wangara.
Introduction
In regional meteorological modeling, the performances of physical parameterization schemes of varying Stull and Driedonks (1987) showed that modeled mesoscale circulations and rainfall are sensitive to the representation of subgrid-scale vertical mixing processes. However, simulation of weakly forced synoptic circulations such as those that typically exist during the summer months over the United States is of lesser interest to meteorological modelers, because of the limited weather activity during these periods.
